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Industry: E-commerce
AJ&Smart specializes in selling product 
design classes online and creating digital 
products for businesses around the world. 
This fast growing company needs to rely 
on data to drive their business decisions 
and facilitate further growth.

Challenge

At the beginning, AJ&Smart was using sales, 

advertising and revenue data from a range 

of channels to understand the impact of their 

advertising on sales. However, all this data 

resided in various systems, such as Google, 

Facebook and payment processors. Jumping 

between these interfaces to get insight on 

business and marketing performance was a 

time consuming process. Data downloaded 

from different platforms was dissimilar and 

required excessive resources to combine 

it together and prepare reports that could 

be used across the teams in the business. 

AJ&Smart needed a business intelligence 

solution that would bring all of their data 

together, clean it up and merge it to create 

insightful reports. Ideally in real-time. However, 

this would require extensive BI infrastructure 

(API integrations, ETL service, Data Warehouse, 

Reporting) as well as the support of a full 

scale BI team with BI Manager, Data Analyst 

and Data Warehouse Engineer. At the most 

conservative estimates, the investment would 

have been over €150 000/year in infrastructure, 

consultants and data specialists, plus it would 

require about 2-4 months for development.

AJ&Smart reached out to SageData through 

a recommendation of an industry professional 

who worked with SageData team. Within 

a few days SageData tackled the following 

challenges for AJ&Smart:

CHECK Combining data from different channels 
through pre-built and tested API integrations

CHECK Building custom integrations for sources 
where no pre-defined solution existed

CHECK Combined all of the data in the data 
warehouse

CHECK Deployed data and code validation 
procedures to ensure data was accurate

CHECK Scheduled hourly data delivery so 
AJ&Smart would stay on top of any most 
recent marketing events

CHECK Deployed tracking to get the most detailed 
insights for Product and Marketing

CHECK Created reports that show not only user 
behaviour, but also ROI on Marketing Spend 
and Attribution Modeling

CHECK Calculate conversion rates, sales funnels 
and ROAS, among other marketing KPIs

Industry: Online Education



Results
Within a few weeks AJ&Smart had a full scale 

BI solution analysing their data, monitoring for 

anomalies and delivering actionable reports 

that enabled the company better understand 

the traffic sources and optimise their 
advertising investment. Additionally, the value 

of promotional and marketing campaigns was 

better understood. Product teams were able 

to examine how visitors interacted with digital 

product and further fine tune the offering to 
match customer preferences.

 
CHECK SageData BI solution that includes 
infrastructure and analyst services prevented 
the company from hiring in house BI team and 
resulted in annual savings of €100 000

CHECK In addition to the above, AJ&Smart was 
able to utilise the experience of SageData 
BI team who have deployed and managed 
over 50 Data Warehouse and BI solutions with 
many decades of Data Analytics experience.

CHECK Accurate insight on Ad performance across 
all channels allowed AJ&Smart to optimise 
marketing investing.

CHECK By having consistent data reports 
AJ&Smart is expecting to increase conversion 

and engagement rates, to diversify marketing 
and identify opportunities for omnichannel 
advertising.

CHECK Operating efficiency has increased as 
entire team across all business functions has 
access to reporting suite that combines data 
from all important channels and provides 
insights based on live data.

CHECK Regular reporting helps team to monitor 
performance in higher accuracy and react 
faster during limited time promotional events.

CHECK Management had more time to focus on 
growing the business as infrastructure and 
data issues were fully managed by SageData 
team.

Solution
SageData team took care of all Infrastructure, 

Code Deployment, Tracking, Automation                    

and CI/CD pipelines.

 
CHECK Full infrastructure and analyst services was 
provided for AJ&Smart data management.

CHECK Custom integrations for 7 different 
platforms were built. 

CHECK Attribution modelling set up to compare 
advertising expenses vs revenue, providing 
insight on ROI on marketing campaigns.

CHECK All data was collected and stored in a fully 
managed Data Warehouse where AJ&Smart 
had full ownership of all data with detailed 
access.

CHECK Data validation and anomaly detection 
features ensured that notification were sent as 
soon as anomalies were detected in the data.

CHECK SageData’s Data Analyst, dedicated 

to AJ&Smart, was available to adjust 

reports and jump on calls to answer any 

questions AJ&Smart team may have, just 

like an in-house Data Analyst would do.
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